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ABSTRACT
Debugging is an important skill for novice programmers to master,
but many students struggle to learn how to debug due in part to dif-
ficulty with program syntax. Block-based environments provide an
alternative to traditional textual programming that reduces syntax
errors, and recently hybrid block-based/textual environments have
becomemore common. This poster presents preliminary research to
understand how novice debugging strategies differ between block-
based and hybrid environments. We assigned seven participants
to debug four programs within one of the two environments and
conducted interviews about their debugging approaches. Thematic
analysis of interview responses suggest that students adjusted their
strategies based on their prior experience with textual environ-
ments. By understanding novice programmers’ strategies in these
environments, the field can move toward more effectively support-
ing productive strategies.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The behaviors and perceptions of novice programmers have been 
studied extensively, with findings suggesting that novice program-
mers struggle with understanding programming syntax and ex-
actly what a program does [2]. These difficulties also explain why
novices have trouble developing strong debugging skills [1]. This
preliminary research investigates the affordances of block-based
environments and hybrid block-based/textual environments for
supporting novices as they debug. The research question is how
does the programming environment, block-based or hybrid, influence
the debugging strategies of novice programmers?
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2 OVERVIEW, METHODS, AND RESULTS
Seven introductory programming students completed a series of
debugging tasks in a purely block-based environment (n=3) or a hy-
brid block-based and textual environment (n=4). They were given 20
minutes to find and repair six bugs within three short programs and
25 minutes to find and repair six bugs within one longer program,
derived from prior debugging studies [4]. After these tasks, each
participant was interviewed about their debugging approaches.

Students in the hybrid environment condition found and fixed
more bugs than students in the block-based environment condition.
We conducted thematic analysis [5] of the interview responses,
and the results revealed ten themes related to students’ debugging
approaches. Several debugging strategies were identified, including
the use of ‘print’ statements, line-by-line analysis, and bottom-up
reasoning; these strategies echo those performed in prior studies
with textual environments [3]. Additionally, while some students
found the block-based environment to be easier to read and utilize
(n = 3), others found the blocks overwhelming (n = 4) and primarily
utilized the textual interface from the hybrid environment.

3 CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The themes described participants’ previous experience, different
strategies used within the environments, and the pros and cons of
each environment. Some of the themes conflicted with each other,
such as reporting that the color coding in block programs were both
easy and difficult to follow. Contradicting opinions about interface
elements and the role of past exposure to text environments remain
to be investigated. By understanding how students implement and
adapt their debugging strategies to the interface they are using, the
CS education community can enhance features of block-based and
hybrid environments to encourage more productive strategies.
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